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K-shell photoionization of O+ and O2+ ions: Experiment and theory
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Absolute cross sections for the single and double K-shell photoionization of carbonlike O2+ and nitrogenlike
O+ ions were measured in the 526–620-eV photon energy range by employing the ion-photon merged-beam
technique at the SOLEIL synchrotron radiation facility. High-resolution spectroscopy up to E/�E ≈ 5300
was achieved. Rich resonance structures observed in the experimental spectra are analyzed and identified with
the aid of R-matrix and multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) methods. For these two atomic oxygen ions
of particular astrophysical interest we characterized the strong 1s → 2p and the weaker 1s → np (n > 2)
resonances observed. A detailed comparison of the energies of the 1s → 2p resonances in the first members of
the oxygen isonuclear sequence measured by synchrotron based experiments and the Chandra and XMM-Newton
x-ray satellites is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photoionization cross sections on multiply charged ions
are provided mainly by theoretical methods, and the test
of their results by experiment remains an urgent task. In
particular, a recent multiplication of theoretical studies on
K-shell photoionization cross sections has been motivated
by the observation from x-ray satellites, like Chandra and
XMM Newton, of intense lines identified as Kα transitions
in light elements and their ions. The high flux of x-ray
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radiation provided by the insertion devices in the third
generation synchrotron radiation (SR) facilities allows now for
an accurate experimental determination of the photoionization
cross sections on multiply charged ions. Oxygen is the third
most abundant element in the Universe, after hydrogen and
helium. K-shell photoabsorption of oxygen and its ions is
often responsible for prominent features in the interstellar
medium (ISM) absorption spectra in the 500–600-eV photon
energy range. Indeed oxygen K-shell absorption lines have
been observed towards both low-mass x-ray binaries [1–5]
and active nucleus of Seyfert galaxies [6–8].

In the present investigation we present detailed mea-
surements of the absolute K-shell single- and double-
photoionization cross sections for O+ and O2+ ions in the
530–620-eV photon energy region, using the merged-beam
setup at SOLEIL SR facility. This work is a continuation of our
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previous study on the O3+ ion [9]. As the ions were produced in
an electron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS), both ions
in their respective ground and metastable states contributed to
the experimental spectra. In parallel, theoretical predictions are
made using both the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF)
and the R-matrix with pseudostates methods, to compare
with the measurements and assist in the determination of
the metastable content of the ion beams. These calculations
enable the identification and characterization of the strong
1s → 2p (Kα) and the weaker 1s → np, n > 2 resonance
peaks observed in both the C-like (O2+) and the N-like (O+)
oxygen spectra. The present investigation provides absolute
values (experimental and theoretical) for photoionization
cross sections, resonance energies and resonance oscillator
strengths, and, for the 1s → 2p transitions, natural linewidths.

Prior to the present study, extensive photoionization cross-
section calculations were performed first in the single electron
approximation [10,11], a method often giving a good descrip-
tion of the direct photoionization processes but completely
ignoring the resonant photoexcitations responsible for the
strong absorption lines observed in the spectra. More recent
works include electron correlation effects, and we will quote
here only those related to O+ or O2+ ions. First, Chen and
co-workers [12] have calculated K-shell Auger decay and
radiative transitions in the carbon isoelectronic sequences
using the MCDF approach. Calculations for Auger inner-shell
processes subsequently used the R-matrix method [13–17].
Garcı́a and co-workers [18] extended these works by using
the Breit-Pauli R-matrix (BPRM) with an optical potential
method, to describe the Auger and radiation damping within
an intermediate-coupling scheme. Photoionization from the
ground state was investigated along the oxygen isonuclear
sequence in the photon energy region of the K edge. Their
calculated cross sections were incorporated in the XSTAR
modeling codes used to reconstruct the ISM absorption spectra
[19,20].

Few experiments have been devoted to the study of K-shell
excitation in oxygen ions. Auger spectra of singly and doubly
core-excited oxygen ions emitted in the collision of fast
oxygen-ion beams with gas targets and foils were measured
by Bruch and co-workers [21]. K-shell x-ray lines from
inner-shell excited O2+ to O5+ ions were observed using
an electron-beam ion trap (EBIT) [22]. The merged-beam
technique was used at Spring-8 to measure, with a low
resolving power (E/�E ≈ 310), relative K-shell resonant
photoionization cross sections for O+ ions in the photon energy
range of the 1s → 2p photoexcitations [23]. Recently, we
published high-resolution (≈5000 resolving power) absolute
measurements performed at SOLEIL of the photoionization
cross section for the O3+ ion in the energy range of the
1s → 2p and 1s → 3p photoexcitations [9].

Recent studies have pointed out some marked discrepancies
between the energy of the Kα lines determined by the x-ray
satellites and laboratory experiments and calculations. Gatuzz
and co-workers [24] compared the Chandra spectra of a
low-mass x-ray binary star with the results of modeling using
the XSTAR code. They noted for O and O+ a displacement
of the 1s → 2p calculated lines with respect to the Chandra
observations. The K-shell photoionization cross section of the
neutral oxygen atom measured by Stolte et al. [25,26] at the

Advanced Light Source (ALS) gives a position for this line
almost 0.8 eV lower than the energy deduced from Chandra
observations [24], a difference distinctly outside the quoted
uncertainties of both measurements. Similar disagreement was
found between our previous measurements at SOLEIL and
the Chandra and XMM Newton observations for the O3+ ion
[9]. We have taken special care in the present work of the
energy calibration for the experimental spectra to verify if
such discrepancies exist also for O+ and O2+ ions. A reliable
determination of the positions of the lines is of particular
importance since the oxygen lines are often used to calibrate
the energy scales of the x-ray observatories spectra due to the
high abundance of this element.

The layout of the paper is as follows: Section II briefly
outlines the experimental setup and procedure used, including
the description of the energy calibration procedure. Section III
presents the theoretical works. Section IV presents the results
and a discussion based on the comparison of the experimental
and theoretical data. Finally in Sec. V conclusions are drawn
from the present investigation.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Ion production

The present measurements were made using the MAIA
(multianalysis ion apparatus) setup permanently installed on
branch A of the PLEIADES beam line [27,28] at SOLEIL.
The setup and the experimental procedure are the same as the
ones described in our previous paper on the O3+ ion [9] and
have already been detailed in [29]. Here we will only give a
brief description of the setup and procedure.

The oxygen ions are produced in a permanent magnet
ECRIS. A 12.6-GHz radio wave is used to heat the plasma,
at a power of a few W. The ions are extracted from the
plasma by application of a 4-kV bias on the source. The
ion beam is selected according to mass per charge ratio by
a dipole magnet and merged with the photon beam in the
50-cm-long interaction region. After interaction, the charges
of the resulting ions are analyzed by a second dipole magnet.
The parent ions are collected in a Faraday cup, and the ions,
which have increased their charge by one or two units due to
the interaction with the photons (photoions), are counted using
channel plates.

B. Experimental procedure

The merged-beam setup enables the determination of
absolute photoionization cross sections. At a given photon
energy, the cross sections σ are obtained from

σ = Se2ηvq

IJε
∫ L

0
dz

�x�yF (z)

, (1)

where S is the counting rate of photoions measured with the
channel plates. A chopper, placed at the exit of the photon
beam line, enables subtraction from the photoion signal of
the noise produced by collisional ionization processes, charge
stripping on the collimator slits or autoionizing decay of
metastable excited states produced in the ECRIS source. In
(1), q is the charge of the target ions, v is the velocity of the
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TABLE I. Typical values for the experimental parameters in-
volved in evaluating the absolute cross section at a photon energy
of 537.27 eV with 2700 resolving power for O2+ ion.

Signal S 770 Hz
Noise 200 Hz
Velocity v 2.7 × 105 m s−1

Photon flux 2.2 × 1012 s−1

Ion current J 500 nA
Detector efficiency ε 0.49
Integrated form factor 4 × 104 m−1

ions in the interaction region determined from the potentials
applied to the ECRIS source and the interaction region (see
below), and I is the current produced by the photons incident
on an AXUV100 IRD R© photodiode. The efficiency η of
the photodiode was calibrated at the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) beam line at BESSY in Berlin. e is the
charge of the electron and J is the current of incident ions
as measured by the Faraday cup. ε is the efficiency of the
microchannel plates determined by comparing the counting
rate produced by a low intensity ion beam and the current
induced by the same beam in the Faraday cup. �x�yF (z) is
an effective beam area (z is the propagation axis of the two
beams), where F is a two-dimensional form factor determined
using three sets of xy scanners placed at each end and in the
middle of the interaction region. The length L of the interaction
region is fixed by applying a bias (typically +800 V) on a
50-cm-long tube used as interaction region, resulting in a dif-
ferent velocity for the photoions produced inside and outside
the tube. Typical values of the parameters involved in Eq. (1),
measured at a photon energy of 537.27 eV for O2+ ions, are
given in Table I. The accuracy of the measured cross sections
is determined by statistical fluctuations of the photoion and
noise counting rates and a systematic contribution resulting
from the measurement of the different parameters in Eq. (1).
The latter is estimated to be ∼15% and is dominated by the
uncertainties in the determination of the photon flux and the
form factor.

To record the single- (double-) photoionization spectra, the
field in the second dipole magnet is adjusted to detect with
the channel plates the photoions which have gained one (two)
charge(s) while the photon energy is scanned. Two acquisition
modes have been used. One, called absolute mode in the
following, corresponds to measurements done with the voltage
applied to the 50-cm-long tube to define the interaction length
L, allowing the determination of the cross section in absolute
value. In the second mode, which we will call the relative
mode, no voltage is applied on the interaction tube, providing
higher counting rates since the whole interaction length of
the photon and ion beams is used, allowing us to determine
with a better resolution relative cross sections. They are then
normalized to the cross sections recorded in the absolute mode
by keeping the same integrated area of the lines in both spectra.

C. Excitation source and energy calibration

The photon beam is the monochromatized synchrotron
radiation from the PLEIADES beam line [25,26]. In the

photon energy range considered here, a permanent magnet
Apple II undulator with 80-mm period is used. The light is
monochromatized by a plane gratings monochromator with
no entrance slit. The high-flux 600-lines/mm grating was used
for this work. High spectral purity is obtained by the cut of the
optics transmission and the use of gratings with varied groove
depth.

The photon energy is determined using a double-ionization
chamber of Samson type [30]. For this work, we used the
1s → 3sσ and 4pσ transitions in O2 gas [31]. The main
uncertainty in the photon energy determination results from
the uncertainties, given in the literature, for the energies of
the absorption lines used for calibration. To our knowledge,
all the synchrotron radiation based experiments on the K-shell
photoionization of O2 refer to the electron energy-loss spec-
troscopy (EELS) works of Brion and co-workers [32,33]. They
determined the energy of the 1s → 1π∗ transition at 530.8 eV
with a stated accuracy of ±200 meV. By measuring the ion
yield in a gas cell, Coreno and co-workers [34] improved
the accuracy for this line to ±100 meV by normalization on
the 1s → 1π∗ transition EELS measurements, both for O2

[33] and CO [35], the latter being quoted to an accuracy of
±90 meV. To double-check this determination independently
of the relatively low-resolution EELS measurements, we
used a Scienta electron spectrometer installed on a second
branch of the PLEIADES beam line. First, the energy of
the monochromator was fixed at the maximum of the 1s →
1π∗ O2 line, using a gas cell present on the same branch.
Then an electron spectrum of the Ne 2s−1 photoline was
recorded. The kinetic energy (KE) scale of the electron
spectrometer was calibrated by recording the O2 Auger line
at KE = 491.90 ± 0.10 eV [36], a kinetic energy very close
to the kinetic energy of the Ne 2s−1 photoline measured
previously (482.65 eV). Taking the known binding energy
of the Ne 2s subshell (48.475 011 eV) from NIST tables
[37], we determined an excitation energy of 530.70 ± 0.15 eV
for the center of the 1s → 1π∗ line, in agreement with the
previous EELS (530.8 ± 0.2 eV [38]) and ion yield (530.8 ±
0.1 eV [34]) determinations, within their respective quoted
uncertainties. The same procedure repeated at the maximum
of the 1s → 3sσ transition gave 539.17 ± 0.15 eV, which
is 0.22 eV higher than the energy given by Tanaka et al.
(538.95 ± 0.04 eV) [31]. These two energy values do not
overlap within their quoted uncertainties. However, the two
determinations are compatible if we assume an uncertainty of
±100 meV for the energy given by Tanaka et al. [31]. This
value is more in accordance with the uncertainty given by
Coreno et al. [34] which is the reference quoted by Tanaka
et al.

In the following, we use the energy we determined with
the Scienta for the 1s → 3sσ transition (539.17 ± 0.15 eV)
to calibrate the energy of the oxygen ion lines. An overall
accuracy of ±180 meV for our energy determination was
estimated as follows: 150 meV for the reference given by
the Scienta, plus 30 meV to allow for the mechanical accuracy
of the monochromator and the determination of the maxima
of the lines in the ion yield spectra recorded with the gas
cell. The energy of the lines was also corrected for the
Doppler shift resulting from the velocity of the oxygen
ions.
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III. THEORY

A. MCDF

Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations were
performed based on a full intermediate coupling regime
in a jj basis using the code developed by Bruneau [39].
Photoexcitation cross sections have been carried out for
both C-like and N-like atomic oxygen ions in the region
of the K edge. Only electric dipole transitions have been
computed using the length form. The photoexcitation cross
sections involving 1s → np transitions have been considered
for all the levels of the O2+ ion ground configuration, namely
1s22s22p2 3

P0,1,2, 1
D2, and 1

S0. The metastable 1s22s2p3 5
S2

level was also considered. Similarly photoexcitation cross
sections involving 1s → np transitions have been considered
for all the levels of the O+ ion ground configuration, namely
1s22s22p3 4

S3/2, 2
D3/2,5/2, and 2

P1/2,3/2.
For the C-like atomic oxygen ion the following initial

configurations were considered: 1s22s22p2, 1s22s23l2 (l =
s,p,d), 1s22p4, 1s22p23l2 (l = s,p,d), and 1s22s2p2np (n =
2, . . . ,6). The following final configurations were consid-
ered: 1s2s22p2np, and 1s2s2p3np (n = 2, . . . ,6). In order
to describe relaxation effects, radial functions with principal
quantum number n = 1 or 2 are not the same for initial
and final configurations. Photoionization cross sections from
the 1s22s22p2 and 1s22s2p3 configurations were calculated
separately. For the N-like atomic oxygen ion the following
initial configurations were considered: 1s22s22p2np (n =
2, . . . ,5), 1s22s22p3l2 (l = s,p,d), and 1s22p5. The fol-
lowing final configurations were considered: 1s2s22p3np

and 1s2p5np (n = 2, . . . ,5). In order to describe relaxation
effects, radial functions with principal quantum number n = 1
or 2 are not the same for initial and final configurations.
Photoionization cross sections from the 1s22s22p3 have been
calculated separately.

B. R matrix

The R-matrix method [40], with an efficient parallel imple-
mentation of the codes [41–43] was used to determine all the
cross sections presented here, for both the initial 1s22s22p2 3

P
ground state and the excited 1s22s22p2 1

D, 1s22s22p2 1
S, and

1s22s2p3 5
S

◦ metastable states. Cross-section calculations
were carried out in LS coupling with 390 levels retained in
the close-coupling expansion. The Hartree-Fock 1s, 2s, and
2p tabulated orbitals of Clementi and Roetti [44] were used
with n = 2 physical and n = 3 pseudo-orbitals of the O3+
ion determined by energy optimization on the appropriate
physical and hole-shell states [45], using the atomic structure
code CIV3 [46]. The n = 3 pseudo-orbitals are included to
account for core relaxation and additional correlation effects
in the multiconfiguration interaction wave functions. All
the O3+ residual ion states were then represented by using
multireference-configuration-interaction (MRCI) wave func-
tions. The nonrelativistic R-matrix approach was used to cal-
culate the energies of the O2+ bound states and the subsequent
photoionization cross sections. Photoionization cross sections
out of the 1s22s22p2 3

P ground state, the 1s22s22p2 1
D,

1s22s22p2 1
S, and the 1s22s2p3 5

S
◦ metastable states were

then obtained for all total angular momentum scattering
symmetries that contribute.

For N-like atomic oxygen both in the initial 1s22s22p3 4
S

◦

ground state and the 1s22s22p3 2
D

◦ , 2
P

◦ metastable states,
the R-matrix method [40] was used to obtain all the cross
section calculations in LS coupling with 390 levels retained
in the close-coupling expansion. The Hartree-Fock 1s, 2s,
and 2p tabulated orbitals of Clementi and Roetti [44] were
used with n = 2 physical and n = 3 pseudo-orbitals of
the O2+ ion determined by energy optimization on the
appropriate physical and hole-shell states [45], using the
atomic structure code CIV3 [46]. The n = 3 pseudo-orbitals
are included to account for core relaxation and additional
correlation effects in the multiconfiguration interaction wave
functions. All the O2+ residual ion states were then represented
by using the MRCI wave functions. The nonrelativistic R-
matrix approach was used to calculate the energies of the O+
bound states and the subsequent photoionization cross sec-
tions. Photoionization cross sections out of the 1s22s22p3 4

S
◦

ground state and the 1s22s22p3 2
D

◦ and 1s22s22p3 2
P

◦

metastable states were then obtained for all total angular
momentum scattering symmetries that contribute.

C. Scattering

The current state-of-the-art parallel R-matrix codes running
on high performance computers (HPC) worldwide allows one
to concurrently form and diagonalize large scale Hamiltonian
and dipole matrices [47,48] required for electron or photon
collisions with atomic systems allowing large-scale calcu-
lations to be completed in a timely manner. In the present
R-matrix with pseudostates (RMPS) calculations, for each
ion, the scattering wave functions were generated by allowing
three-electron promotions out of selected base configurations
into the orbital set employed. Scattering calculations were
performed with twenty continuum functions for each ion
studied. For both of the ions for the ground state and
the excited metastable states, the outer region electron-ion
collision problem was solved (in the resonance region below
and between all the thresholds) using a suitably chosen fine
energy mesh of 2 × 10−7 Ry (≈2.72 μeV) to fully resolve all
the resonance structure in the photoionization cross sections.
The peaks found in the theoretical photoionization cross
section spectrum were fitted to Fano profiles for overlapping
resonances [38,49,50] as opposed to the energy derivative of
the eigenphase sum method [51–53].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. N-like O+ ion

Photoionization cross sections were measured with differ-
ent band passes (BP = 350, 200, and 100 meV) in the region
of the 1s → 2p resonances. Figure 1 displays the single-
photoionization cross section (detection of O2+ photoions)
obtained with 200 meV (upper panel) and 100 meV BP
(middle panel), as well as the double-ionization cross section
(detection of O3+ photoions) recorded with 200 meV BP
(lower panel). The spectrum in the middle panel was obtained
in the relative mode, and then normalized to absolute values
using the spectrum (shown in the upper panel) recorded in the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Upper panel: single-photoionization cross
section recorded in the absolute mode with 200 meV BP. Middle
panel: single-photoionization cross section recorded in the relative
mode with 100 meV BP. Lower panel: double-photoionization cross
section recorded in the relative (vertical bars) and absolute (red open
circles) modes with 200 meV BP. In all figures, the vertical bars
indicate the statistical uncertainties.

absolute mode. The double-photoionization cross section was
recorded in both relative (vertical bars) and absolute (open
points) modes. For all cross sections, the vertical bars on each
point represent the statistical uncertainties.

Photoexcitation of a 1s electron of the O+ ion in the
1s22s22p3 4

S
◦ ground term can be represented by

O+1s22s22p3 4S◦ + hν → O+1s 2s22p4 4P,

giving rise to the most intense line number 3. Five additional
lines are observed due to the presence in the interaction
region of O+ ions, produced inside the ECRIS source, in
the 1s22s22p3 2

D
◦, and 2

P
◦ metastable terms. The O+ ions

produced in highly excited states with a hole in the 1s

subshell, due to photon interactions in the beam overlap
region, will decay via fast autoionization to the ground terms
1s22s22p2 3

P , 1
D , 1

S of the O2+ ion before reaching the
detector. The double-ionization channel can only be populated
by simultaneous ejection of two electrons (shake off) or via
three-electron transitions. From the ratio of the integrated
intensities of the spectra in the lower and upper panels, we
determine that the decay via double-ionization channels cor-
responds to ∼7% of the decay via single-ionization channels.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison in the region of the 1s → 2p

transitions in the O+ ion of the single-photoionization cross section
measured with 100 meV BP (black points) with the results of
our MCDF (blue dashed line) and R-matrix (red continuous line)
calculations, as well as with the previous R-matrix results of Garcı́a
et al. [18] (green dotted line). The theoretical cross sections were
reconstructed assuming relative populations of 40% 4

S
◦, 40% 2

D
◦,

and 20% 2
P

◦, then convolved with a 100 meV FWHM Gaussian
profile. The MCDF cross-section calculation has been shifted by
1 eV towards higher energies.

Figure 2 compares the cross section measured with a
100-meV BP with the results of our MCDF (blue dashed line)
and R-matrix (red continuous line) calculations, as well as
with the previous R-matrix results of Garcı́a et al. [18] (green
dotted line). The calculated cross sections for the various
initial states are weighted to give the best overall agreement
with the measured cross section, favoring the calculated cross
section for the ions in the ground state which is expected
to be more accurate. In Fig. 2, the relative populations
are 40% 4

S
◦, 40% 2

D
◦ and 20% 2

P
◦ for all reconstructed

theoretical cross sections. For an easier comparison with
experiment, the calculated cross sections were convolved with
a Gaussian profile of 100 meV full width at half maximum
(FWHM) to simulate the experimental broadening. The MCDF
cross section has been shifted by +1.0 eV in Fig. 2. The
measured energies, widths, and oscillator strengths of the
six lines are given in Table II. They were obtained by
fitting the experimental cross section by six Voigt profiles
with equal Gaussian contribution. The numbers in the first
column refer to the numbering of the lines used in the middle
panel of Fig. 1. The assignment of the 1s22s22p3 2Si+1Li →
1s2s22p4 2Sf +1Lf transitions (second column) is obtained
from our R-matrix and MCDF calculations, where Si , Li and
Sf , Lf are the spin and the angular momenta of the initial
and final states, respectively. The energies of the lines are
given in the third column. The numbers in parentheses give
the uncertainties in meV relative to the position of line 3.
According to the calibration procedure described previously,
the total uncertainty is obtained by adding 180 meV to the
statistical uncertainty. Our energy value for the line arising
from the ion in the 4

S
◦

ground term (line 3) is compared to
the previous measurements of Kawatsura and co-workers [23]
using also the merged-beam technique, and to the observations
of Chandra [1,2,5,24] and XMM-Newton [3] x-ray satellites
(fourth column). The final column compares our measured
natural widths and oscillator strengths f with the results of our
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TABLE II. Energies, natural widths, and oscillator strengths of the O+ 1s → 2p lines. Our experimental values are compared to previous
measurements and to the results of our MCDF and R-matrix calculations, as well as the results of previous theoretical works. The numbers in
parentheses for the experimental determinations of the energies and widths are the estimated uncertainties in meV. For the oscillator strengths,
they give the uncertainty in the last figure.

Energy (eV) Width (meV) Oscillator strength

Transition Expt. Theory Expt. Theory Expt.

Line 2Si+1Li → 2Sf +1Lf Merged beama Satellites R matrix MCDF This work R matrix This work Theory

1 2
P

◦ - 2
D 530.054(28) 529.936g 529.179l 86(60) 159g 0.039(6) 0.049g

529.768h 529.93b 162h 0.050h

531.096j 134.0j 0.048j

0.056l

2 2
P

◦ - 2
P 530.522(28) 530.687g 529.738l 125g 0.036(5) 0.093g

530.381h 530.24b 120h 0.097h

531.441j 102.6j 0.088j

0.124l

3 4
S

◦ - 4
P 530.720 530.96(70)c 530.764g 529.746l 158(20) 134g 0.216(32) 0.172g

531.0(500)b 531.03(100)d 530.789h 531.64b 129h 0.192d 0.177h

530.97(30)e 533.132i 111.6j 0.184i

530.80 (50)f 532.093j 0.167j

530.9(300)k 0.244l

4 2
D

◦ - 2
D 531.597(23) 531.627g 530.602l 159(30) 163g 0.063(9) 0.088g

531.623h 532.31b 160h 0.091h

532.841j 134.0j 0.086j

0.123l

5 2
D

◦ - 2
P 532.190(23) 532.378g 531.162l 107(20) 126g 0.044(7) 0.094g

532.230h 532.62b 121h 0.095h

533.185j 102.6j 0.088j

0.126l

6 2
P

◦ - 2
S 532.641(44) 532.956g 531.641l 430(200) 154g 0.067(10) 0.040g

532.712h 534.05b 151h 0.040h

533.956j 128.2j 0.038j

0.056l

aThis work, uncertainty in meV relative to line 3. For absolute uncertainty, add 180 meV.
bFrom Ref. [23].
cFrom Ref. [1], Chandra observation.
dFrom Ref. [2], Chandra observation.
eFrom Ref. [5], Chandra observation.
fFrom Ref. [24], Chandra observation.
gThis work, RMPS.
hFrom Ref. [18].
iFrom Ref. [16].
jFrom Ref. [17].
kFrom Ref. [3], XMM-Newton observation.
lThis work, MCDF.

MCDF and R-matrix calculations, as well as with the results of
previous theoretical works [16–18]. The quoted experimental
oscillator strengths were obtained from the areas of the lines
accordingly:

f = 0.009 107 5
∫

σ (hν) dhν.

The values of f indicated in Table II have been corrected for
the initial populations and therefore correspond to transitions
for the O+ ion in the pure 4

S
◦, 2

P
◦, or 2

D
◦ respective initial

states.

The energy we determine for the 1s → 2p transition
from the 4

S
◦ ground term (530.72 ± 0.18 eV, line 3) is

systematically lower than the values extracted from the
Chandra and XMM-Newton x-ray observatory spectra, but
are in agreement within the respective quoted uncertainties.
The highest accuracy determination by Liao and co-workers
[5] (530.97 ± 0.03 eV), obtained by selecting 36 high statistics
Chandra observations of low-mass x-ray binaries and correct-
ing for the shift induced by the Galactic rotation, is however
slightly outside. Compared to the theoretical predictions, our
determination for the energy of this transition is systematically
lower, by up to 2.4 eV for the relativistic BPRM calculations
of Pradhan and co-workers [16]. However, as can be seen
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in Fig. 2, our RMPS and the BPRM calculations of Garcı́a
et al. [18] give results in very good agreement with our
measurements. An even more drastic test of the theoretical
predictions can be achieved in terms of the relative positions
of the lines, which are determined experimentally with higher
accuracy than their absolute energies. The two R-matrix results
shown in Fig. 2 reproduce correctly the relative energy to line
3 only for the 2

D
◦ - 2

D transition (line 4). For the low-energy
part of the spectrum (lines 1 and 2), our calculations give the
closest agreement, while those of Garcı́a et al. reproduce better
the high-energy part (lines 5 and 6). Our MCDF calculations
place all the lines 1 eV too low but reproduce very well their
relative positions.

The experimental determination of the widths is strongly
dependent on the monochromator BP, which is determined
through the fitting procedure as the width of the Gaussian
contribution to the Voigt profiles. The BP determination
was independently verified by measuring the width of the
Xe 5p−1 photoline using the Scienta electron spectrometer,
after correction for Doppler and Scienta broadenings. For the
natural widths given in Table II, we fixed for all lines the
Gaussian width to the value determined with the Scienta (BP =
100 ± 5 meV). Our measurements of the natural widths of the
lines, linked to the lifetimes of the intermediate excited states
via the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, are in overall good
agreement with the results of the various R-matrix calculations,
which also agree among themselves. The most pronounced
difference is for the 2

P - 2
S transition (line 6) with a measured

width three times greater than the calculated widths. In our
MCDF calculations, each electric dipole transition was dressed
with the same Lorenztian profile with a FWHM given by the
autoionization width of the upper level, calculated here to be
of the order of 100 meV.

The various R-matrix methods give oscillator strengths in
close agreement, while our MCDF code predicts higher values.
Comparison with the experimental values is not straightfor-
ward as the determination of the population of the ions in the
different initial states is model dependent. The uncertainties
given in Table II for the experimental oscillator strengths
do not include any uncertainty in the determination of the
populations. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn for
transitions from the same initial state. Some strong differences
are observed for the photoexcitations starting from the 2

P
◦

term, with experimental relative intensities equal to 1/1/2 for
the ratios line 1/line 2/line 6 respectively, compared to 1/2/1
for the R matrix and MCDF values. For the 4

S
◦ - 4

P main line,
our measurement is in agreement with the determination from
the Chandra spectra by Yao and co-workers [2] as well as
with our MCDF result, but is significantly higher than all the
R-matrix predictions.

Higher 1s → np (n > 2) photoexcitations are shown in
Fig. 3. The two upper panels exhibit the single-photoionization
cross section recorded with different BP values, the top one
in the absolute mode and the middle one in the relative
mode. The bottom panel gives the double-photoionization
cross sections recorded in relative (black bars) and absolute
modes (red open points) with a broader step. For all cross
sections, the lengths of the vertical bars indicate the statistical
uncertainties for the measurements. The spectra show the
transfer of intensity from the single-ionization channels to the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Photoionization cross sections measured
in the region of the K edges. Upper panel: single-photoionization
cross section recorded in the absolute mode with 220 meV BP. Middle
panel: single-photoionization cross section recorded in the relative
mode with 380 meV BP. Lower panel: double-photoionization cross
section recorded in the relative (black points) and absolute (red open
circles) modes with 380 meV BP. In all figures, the vertical bars
indicate the statistical uncertainties.

double-ionization channels as the 1s−1 edge (around 565 eV)
is approached. It results from the increasing number of O2+
excited intermediate states, offering more decay channels for
two step autoionization processes of the type

O+1s22s22p3 + hν → O+ 1s 2s2 2p3np

→ O2+ 1s22s 2p2np + e−,

O2+1s22s 2p2np(n > 4) → O3+1s22s22p + e−.

Above the K edge, the single-photoionization cross section
is too weak to be measured here (mostly L shell direct
photoionization contributes, with a cross section ≈0.77 kb
according to Verner et al. [11]), and the double-ionization
channel is dominated by direct K shell photoionization
followed by Auger decay of the 1s−1 hole.

To compare the experimental and theoretical cross sections,
the contributions of the single- and double-ionization channels
must be added (middle and bottom panels of Fig. 3). The result
is shown in Fig. 4 together with the results of our MCDF
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison in the region of the 1s →
np (n > 2) transitions in the O+ ion of the sum of the measured
single- and double-photoionization cross sections (black line) with
the results of our MCDF (blue dashed line) calculations and the
previous R-matrix results of Garcı́a et al. [18] (red continuous line),
reconstructed assuming relative populations of 40% 4

S
◦, 40% 2

D
◦,

and 20% 2
P

◦ and after convolution with a 380 meV FWHM Gaussian
profile. The green dotted curve represents the results of the Hartree-
Dirac-Slater calculations of Verner et al. [11]. The MCDF cross
section has been shifted by 2.5 eV towards higher energies.

calculations, the BPRM calculations of Garcı́a et al. [18] and
the Hartree-Dirac-Slater (HDS) single electron calculations
of Verner and Yakovlev [11]. The theoretical cross sections
were reconstructed assuming again 40% 4

S
◦, 40% 2

D
◦, and

20% 2
P

◦ initial populations and after convolution with a
380 meV FWHM Gaussian profile to simulate the experi-
mental broadening. The MCDF cross section has been shifted
by +2.5 eV in Fig. 4. Once corrected for energy shifts, both
the BPRM and MCDF calculated cross sections reproduce
the behavior of the experimental cross section over the whole

energy range. The MCDF cross section is too low by almost
a factor of 2 above 565 eV photon energy, partly because it
does not include the contribution of the higher members of
the 1s → np (n > 5) Rydberg series. The HDS calculations
place the energy of the 1s−1 threshold several eV too low
(558.1 eV), but reproduce very well the intensity of the
direct photoionization cross section, despite the fact that
they were performed for the O+ ion in the 4

S ground term
only. This demonstrates the low sensitivity of the 1s direct
photoionization cross section to the coupling of the initial
configuration.

The energies and oscillator strengths of the most intense
lines are given in Table III. The numbers of the lines
(first column) refers to Fig. 3 (bottom panel). Despite the
increased complexity of the spectrum due to the presence
of O+ ions in metastable states, tentative assignments of
the lines are given in column 2, with the help of the K
shell photoabsorption spectrum of atomic nitrogen and BPRM
and MCDF calculations [18,54]. Starting from the 4

S ground
term, 1s → np photoexcitation leads to four Rydberg series
1s 2s2 2p3 [ 5

S
◦ , 3

D
◦ , 3

S
◦ , 3

P
◦] np converging to four 1s−1

ionization limits. Due to limited spectral resolution, only the
highest [ 3

P
◦] np series can be identified in Fig. 4, leading to

the [ 3
P

◦] K edge around 572.5 eV following Rydberg analysis
of the observed lines. The energies of the lines are given in the
third column, with the uncertainties relative to line 3 in units
of 10 meV (for the total uncertainties, add 180 meV). For
these weak transitions, agreement with the energies deduced
from Chandra observations (column 4) [24] is much less
satisfactory. Assuming that the two lines identified by Gatuzz
et al. as O+ transitions correspond to the most intense lines
we observe (lines 7 and 12), a discrepancy of 2 eV is obtained
for the energy separation of the lines. The MCDF calculations
place the lines 2.5 eV too low in energy, except line 7 which

TABLE III. Energy and oscillator strength of the O+ 1s → np (n > 2) lines. Our experimental values are compared to previous
measurements and to the results of our MCDF and previous BPRM work.

Energy (eV) Oscillator strength

Expt. Theory Expt.

Line Transition This worka Satellitesb R matrixd MCDFc This work Theory

7 4
S

◦ → ( 5
S)3p 4

P 555.93(5) 556.48(8) 555.692 553.928 0.027(4) 0.020d

0.031c

8 2
D

◦ → 3p 558.12(6) 558.149 555.559
9 2

P
◦ → 3p 558.75 (6) 558.486 556.156

10 4
S

◦ → ( 5
S)4p 4

P 560.42(5) 560.091 557.961 0.014(2) 0.008d

0.009c

11 2
D

◦ , 2
P

◦ → 4p 561.85(6)
12 4

S
◦ → ( 3

D)3p 4
P 562.40(5) 560.99(13) 562.477 559.991 0.038(6) 0.022d

0.016c

13 2
D

◦ , 2
P

◦ → 5p 563.28(6)
14 2

D
◦ , 2

P
◦ → 6p 565.26(6)

15 4
S

◦ → ( 3
P )3p 4

P 567.49 (5) 567.422 565.039
16 4

S
◦ → ( 3

P )4p 4
P 569.48(5) 569.342 567.080

aThis work, uncertainty in units of 10 meV relative to line 3. For absolute uncertainty, add 180 meV.
bFrom Ref. [24], uncertainty in units of 10 meV .
cThis work, MCDF.
dFrom Ref. [18].
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Upper panel: single-photoionization cross
section recorded in the relative (black points) and absolute modes (red
open circles) with 350 meV BP. Middle panel: single-photoionization
cross section recorded in the relative mode with 110 meV BP. Lower
panel: double-photoionization cross section recorded in the absolute
mode with 350 meV BP. In all figures, the vertical bars indicate the
statistical uncertainties.

is shifted by only 2 eV. In contrast, our measurements are in
general agreement with the energies calculated by Garcı́a et al.
[18], with a global shift of 0.3 eV towards lower energy. The
most striking difference with the theoretical predictions is in
the intensities of the lines 12 and 13, strongly underestimated
by the calculations. The limited BP used in this energy range
did not allow for an accurate determination of the natural width
of the lines.

B. C-like O2+ ion

Figure 5 displays the variation of the single- and double-
photoionization cross sections in the energy range of the
1s → 2p transitions for the O2+ ion. Single ionization was
recorded with a 350 meV BP (top panel) both in the relative
(black points) and absolute (red open circles) modes, and
with a 110 meV BP (middle panel) in the relative mode.
Double ionization was recorded in the absolute mode with
a 350 meV BP (bottom panel). The vertical bars again
indicate the statistical uncertainties for all spectra. 1s → 2p

photoexcitations from the ground term 1s22s22p2 3
P of O2+
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison in the region of the 1s → 2p

transitions in O2+ ion of the single-photoionization cross section
(black points) measured with 110 meV BP with the results of
our MCDF (blue dashed line) and R-matrix (red continuous line)
calculations, as well as with the previous R-matrix results of Garcı́a
et al. [18] (green dotted line), assuming relative populations of
80% 3

P , 14% 1D, 4% 1
S, and 2% 5

S
◦. The theoretical cross sections

have been convolved by a 110 meV FWHM Gaussian profile.

ion give rise to three lines:

O2+1s22s22p2 3P + hν → O2+ 1s 2s2 2p3 3S◦, 3P ◦, 3D◦.

The highly excited O2+ states with one hole in the 1s

subshell decay mainly via autoionization to the ground state
of the O3+ ion:

O2+1s 2s2 2p3 3S◦, 3P ◦, 3D◦ → O3+1s22s22p 2P + e−.

Two-electron decays, leading to the ground state of the O4+
ion, contribute only 3.2%, a factor of 2 less than in the case of
the 1s → 2p transition in the O+ ion but similar to the case of
the B-like C+ ion [48]. The production in the ECRIS of O2+
ions in the 1s22s22p2 1

D , 1
S, and 1s22s2p3 5

S
◦ metastable

states is responsible for the additional lines observed on the
spectra. The comparison of the measurements done at 110 meV
BP with our theoretical RMPS and MCDF calculations is
displayed in Fig. 6, together with the BPRM results of Garcı́a
et al. [18]. The theoretical cross sections were reconstructed
assuming the population of the ions in the different initial
states to be the same as determined by Champeaux et al. [55]
(80% 3

P , 14% 1D, 4% 1S, 2% 5
S

◦). In their work an ECRIS
source was also used to study the valence photoionization of
the O2+ ion, and the populations were determined from the
height at threshold of the onsets of the direct photoioniza-
tion cross sections observed on the experimental spectrum,
normalized to their MCDF calculated cross sections. These
calculations show the small dependence of the cross sections
on the coupling of the 1s22s22p2 initial configuration. Since
Garcı́a et al. [18] calculated the cross section for the 3

P ground
state only, their results have been multiplied by 0.8 for a
better comparison with the other results. All the theoretical
cross sections have been convolved with a 110 meV FWHM
Gaussian profile to simulate the experimental broadening. The
measured energies, widths, and oscillator strengths for the
various lines are reported in Table IV. They are compared to
the results of our RMPS and MCDF calculations, as well as
with the predictions of previous calculations. The numbering
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TABLE IV. Energies, widths, and oscillator strengths of the O2+ 1s → 2p lines. Our experimental values are compared to previous
measurements and to the results of our MCDF and R-matrix calculations, as well as the results of previous theoretical works. The numbers
in parentheses for all the experimental determinations of the energies and widths are the estimated uncertainties in meV. For the oscillator
strengths, they give the uncertainty of the last figure.

Energy (eV) Width (meV) Oscillator strength

Expt. Theory Expt. Expt. Theory

Line Transition Lab. Satellites R matrix MCDF This work Theory This work R matrix MCDF

1 3
P - 3

D
◦ 536.082(23)a 536.635(116)c 535.992a 536.090a 135(8) 146a 0.098(15) 0.117a 0.137a

540f 531.836k 132f 0.119g

537.2g 128h 0.111j

537.976h 143i

535.286i 207j

536.559j 186k

2 1
S - 1

P
◦ 536.254(29)a 536.190a 536.422a 163(26) 134a 0.291a 0.335a

537.947h 538.596k 112h

153k

5
S

◦ - 5
P 536.235a 536.997a 72a 0.203a 0.232a

534f 539.315k 87f

538.243h 68h

186k

1
D - 1

D
◦ 537.128a 537.138a 140a 0.218a 0.251a

543f 535.878k 118f

538.924h 116h

153k

3 3
P - 3

S
◦ 537.269a 537.80(20)c 537.156a 537.220a 102(7) 79a 0.145(22) 0.097a 0.105a

537.408(93)b 536(1000)d 540f 533.664k 58f 0.102g

537.95(180)e 538.6g 56h 0.095j

538.901h 61i

536.496i 106j

537.784j 107k

4 3
P - 3

P
◦ 538.007(22)a 538.046a 537.681a 174(6) 139a 0.078(12) 0.070a 0.092a

541f 533.970k 110f 0.067g

540.7g 128h 0.080j

540.195h 137i

537.350i 213j

538.888j 186k

5 1
D - 1

P
◦ 539.068(4)a 539.181a 538.744a 102(17) 134a 0.093(14) 0.072a 0.087a

545f 537.979k 111f

541.138h 110h

153k

aThis work. Uncertainty on the experimental values in meV relative to line 3. For absolute uncertainty, add 180 meV.
bEBIT [22].
cFrom [24], Chandra observation.
dFrom [3], XMM Newton observation.
eFrom [5], Chandra observation.
fR matrix from [13].
gR matrix from [16].
hR matrix from [14].
iR matrix from [15].
jR matrix from [18].
kMCDF from [12].
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TABLE V. Energy and oscillator strength of the O2+ 1s → np (n > 2) lines. Our experimental values are compared to the results of our
MCDF calculations and of the previous BPRM work of Garcı́a et al. [18].

Energy (eV) Oscillator strength

Expt. Theory Expt. Theory

Line Transition This worka R matrixb MCDFa This work R matrixb MCDFa

6 3
P → 3p 3

S
◦ 573.86(14) 574.43 573.36 0.0046(7) 0.0059 0.0055

7 3
P → 3p 3

D
◦ 575.09(14) 575.57 574.65 0.025(4) 0.021 0.023

8 3
P → 3p 3

P
◦ 575.65(14) 576.07 575.18 0.016(3) 0.013 0.015

9 1
D → 3p 1

D
◦ 577.05(37) 576.18 0.086(13) 0.019

10 1
D → 3p 1

F
◦ 577.38(23) 576.45 0.047(7) 0.040

11 1
D → 3p 1

P
◦ 578.19(22) 576.68 0.016(2) 0.012

12 3
P → 579.65(16) 580.11 0.0024(4) 0.0029

13 3
P → 3p 3

D
◦ 580.47(14) 580.97 579.90 0.026(4) 0.021 0.016

14 3
P → 3p 3

P
◦ 580.95(15) 581.39 580.27 0.010(2) 0.011 0.0073

15 3
P → 4p 3

D
◦ 584.33(12) 584.39 583.44 0.0078 0.012

16 1
D → 4p 1

F
◦ 586.81(15) 585.50 0.015

17 3
P → 4p 3

P
◦ 587.88(14) 587.94 586.83 0.0062 0.0069

18 3
P → 4p 3

D
◦ 590.01(32) 590.31 588.76 0.0092 0.010

19 3
P → 5p 3

D
◦ 593.99(14) 594.15 592.51 0.0026

20 3
P → 6p 3

D
◦ 595.90(14) 596.10 594.42 0.0014

21 3
P → 7p 3

D
◦ 597.08(15) 597.20

aThis work, uncertainty in units of 10 meV relative to line 3. For absolute uncertainty, add 180 meV.
bFrom [18].

of the lines (column 1) refers to the experimental spectrum
shown in the middle panel of Fig. 5. The assignments of
the 1s22s22p2,1s22s2p3 2Si+1Li → 1s2s22p3 2Sf +1Lf tran-
sitions (second column) are obtained from our calculations. Of
the seven lines predicted theoretically, only five are observed.
For both calculations, the 1

D → 1
D

◦ line is not resolved
from the 3

P → 3
S

◦ line (line 3). Line 2 is assigned by the
R-matrix calculations as due to the unresolved 5

S
◦ → 5

P and
1
S → 1

P
◦ resonances while the MCDF calculations place

the 5
S

◦ → 5
P transition at the same energy as line 3. The

numbers in parentheses given after the measured positions of
the lines (column 3) are the uncertainties in meV relative to the
position of line 3. The total uncertainties are again obtained
by adding 180 meV. The measured position of line 3 is in
agreement with the previous EBIT measurement of Gu et al.
[22]. Nevertheless, it is distinctly lower by at least 0.5 eV
when compared to the energies deduced from Chandra and
XMM Newton observations [3,5,24]. For the lines arising from
the 3

P ground term (lines 1, 3, and 4), the three calculations
shown in Fig. 6 reproduce quite well the general behavior of
the experimental spectra, the best agreement being achieved
by our RMPS calculations. We note also in Table IV the
strong dispersion of the various theoretical energies which
are globally higher than the experimental values, except for
our RMPS determinations which reproduce fairly well the
spacing of the lines. The same observations can be made for
line 5 arising from the 1

D initial term. The measured widths
of the lines are in general higher than the width determined
by the RMPS method. In our MCDF calculations the widths
were estimated by calculating the autoionization rate for the
1s 2s2 2p3 mean configuration (131 meV). The same natural
width was used to dress all the lines of the MCDF cross
section shown in Fig. 6. Direct comparison of the measured

and theoretical oscillator strengths can be made only for lines
4 and 5 which are pure. The agreement for these lines is
good for all models. As for Tables II and III, the oscillator
strengths given in Table IV were corrected for the populations
of the initial states. Although a 10% accuracy can reasonably
be expected on the calculated direct photoionization cross
sections used to estimate the populations, we preferred once
again not to include its contribution to the accuracy on the
oscillator strengths given in Tables IV and V, considering the
values given by Champeaux et al. were obtained with an ECR
ion source slightly different from ours.

The higher 1s → nl (n > 2) photoexcitations are shown
in Fig. 7. The top panel displays the variation of the single-
photoionization cross section recorded in the absolute mode,
and the bottom panel shows the variation of the double-
photoionization cross section recorded in the relative (black
points) and absolute (red open circles) modes. The lengths
of the vertical bars for each point indicate the statistical
uncertainties. As for the O+ ion, we note the vanishing
intensity of the single-ionization channels on approaching
the 1s−1 ionization thresholds (around 595 eV), while the
intensity of the double-ionization channels increases to reach
a constant value, above the thresholds representing direct 1s

photoionization followed by the Auger decay of the 1s−1

hole. Figure 8 compares the sum of the experimental single-
and double-photoionization cross section with the results of
our MCDF calculations (blue dashed curve), reconstructed by
assuming an 80% 3

P , 14% 1D, 4% 1
S, and 2% 5

S
◦ population

of the initial terms and after convolution with a 350 meV
FWHM Gaussian profile. The results of the previous BPRM
calculations by Garcı́a et al. [18] for the 3

P ground term
are also shown as the continuous red line. They have been
multiplied by 0.8 to take into account the 80% population of the
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Photoionization cross sections measured
in the region of the K edges for O2+ ion. Upper panel: single-
photoionization cross section recorded in the absolute mode with
350 meV BP. Lower panel: double-photoionization cross section
recorded in the relative (vertical bars) and absolute (red open circles)
modes with 350 meV BP. In all figures, the vertical bars indicate the
statistical uncertainties.

3
P term in the experimental spectrum, and then convolved with

the Gaussian profile. The positions and oscillator strengths of
the observed lines are summarized in Table V. The numbering
of the lines (first column) refers to Fig. 8. The assignments
(second column) are obtained from our MCDF calculations.
The uncertainties relative to line 3 for the measured positions
of the lines (third column) are indicated by the numbers in
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison in the region of the 1s →
np (n > 2) transitions in O2+ ion of the sum of the measured single-
and double-photoionization cross sections (black line) with the results
of our MCDF (blue dashed line) calculations, as well as with the
previous R-matrix results of Garcı́a et al. [18] (red continuous line),
assuming relative populations of 80% 3

P , 14% 1
D, 4% 1

S, and
2% 5S◦. The green dotted curve represents the Hartree-Dirac-Slater
calculations of Verner et al. [11].

parentheses in units of 10 meV. As previously, 180 meV
must be added to get the absolute uncertainties. The energies
obtained by the MCDF and BPRM methods are given in
columns 4 and 5, respectively. The last columns compare the
measured and calculated oscillator strengths when corrected
for the population of the initial state. The numbers in
parentheses give the uncertainty for the last figure, without
contribution of the uncertainty for the initial-state population.
Our MCDF results reproduce very well the general behavior
and the intensity of the lines of the measured cross section, but
show a shift towards lower energy, increasing continuously
from 0.5 eV at the position of line 6 to 1.5 eV for line 20. The
BPRM results show also good agreement for the lines arising
from the 3

P ground term, but with a shift in energy toward
higher values, decreasing from 0.5 eV at line 6 to 0.2 eV at
line 20. Starting from the 3

P ground term, three Rydberg series
1s 2s2 2p3 [ 2,4

P ] np 3
S

◦ , 3
P

◦ , 3
D

◦ are expected, converging
to the two 2,4

P thresholds. Due to the moderate resolution used
in this energy range, only one series can be identified up to
n = 7 on the experimental spectrum, converging to a threshold
around 599.6 eV. The 1s direct photoionization cross section
calculated for ions in the 3

P ground term by the HDS method
[11] is also shown in Fig. 8 (green dotted line). The three
theoretical cross sections reproduce very well the intensity
of this process, showing the relatively low importance of the
electron correlation effects not included in the HDS method.
The same observation was done already in the case of the direct
1s photoionization cross section along the oxygen isonuclear
sequence [56]. Removal of 2s or 2p electrons has no effect
on the 1s photoionization cross section other than shifting the
threshold. As previously observed for the O+ ion, the HDS
method places the 1s threshold too low by several eV.

C. Comparison between satellites and SR experiments

Marked discrepancies were recently noted between the
energies measured by synchrotron radiation based experiments
for neutral oxygen [26] and the O3+ ion [9] and x-ray satellite
observations [5,24]. The energies of the 1s → 2p transitions
for the first members of the oxygen isonuclear series as
determined by Chandra observations and SR experiments are
summarized in Table VI. For the O3+ ion, energies measured
at SOLEIL with our merged-beam experiment [9] have been
recalibrated using the revised photon energy calibration (see
Sec. IIC) which we believe to be more reliable. While there is
good agreement within the respective uncertainties in the case
of the O+ ion, discrepancies previously observed for neutral
oxygen and the O3+ ion (the Chandra measurements being
higher by 0.6 and 1.2 eV for neutral O and O3+, respectively)
are also present for the O2+ ion, our measurements indicating
energies 0.5 eV lower than those deduced from the satellite
spectra. We have no final explanation up to now for such
discrepancies. Our work indicates it is not attributed to a wrong
energy calibration in the SR based experiments. Furthermore,
in the satellite observations, it is assumed that all the elements
are in their gas phase. No account is taken of molecular or
solid-state effects (grains) which can lead to as much as a
0.5–1.0-eV shift in the K-line positions. We speculate that this
may be the difference between the SR measurements and the
satellite observations. We note also that the spectral resolution
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TABLE VI. Comparison of the energy (in eV) of the 1s → 2p

lines for the first members of the O isonuclear sequence in their
ground state determined from the Chandra observations and by
the synchrotron radiation (SR) based experiments. The numbers in
parentheses give the absolute uncertainties in meV.

Gatuzz et al. [24] Liao et al. [5] SR Expt.

O 527.548(22) 527.397(13) 526.790(40)a

O+ 530.800(45) 530.966(25) 530.720(180)b

O2+ 3
D

◦ 536.635(116) 536.082(203)b

3
S

◦ 537.799(23) 537.942(18) 537.269(180)b

3
P

◦ 538.007(202)b

O3+ 2
D 543.823(213)c

2
P 546.263(79) 545.014(181)c

2
S 547.128(225)c

aFrom [26].
bThis work.
cFrom [9] after recalibration (see text).

of the x-ray observatories (maximum resolving power ≈1000
compared to 5300 in the present work) is not sufficient to
resolve the three transitions from the ground term in O2+ and
O3+ ions, making more uncertain the identification of the lines
in the x-ray satellites spectra.

V. CONCLUSION

Absolute cross sections for K-shell photoionization of
nitrogenlike O+ and carbonlike O2+ ions were measured
by employing the ion-photon merged-beam technique. High-
resolution spectroscopy up to E/�E ≈ 5300 was achieved
in the photon energy range 526−540 eV where the strong
1s → 2p photoexcitations are observed, and E/�E ≈ 1700
in the region 553−620 eV of the weaker 1s → np (n > 2)
transitions converging to the 1s ionization thresholds. Rich
resonance structures, observed in the experimental spectra,
were analyzed and identified with the aid of R-matrix and
MCDF methods. We characterize the strong 1s → 2p and the
weaker 1s → 3p resonances observed in the K shell spectra of
these two important atomic oxygen ions. To try to understand
the discrepancy observed between the measurements of the
x-ray observatories and the SR based experiments on the
energy of the Kα transitions in the O isonuclear sequence,
special care was taken in the energy calibration of the 1s → 2p

resonances. We observe the determinations by the SR based
experiments are systematically lower than those performed by

the satellites for neutral oxygen, O2+ and O3+ ions. These
differences are yet unexplained and would require further
investigation. One potentially useful course of action could
be to recalibrate the satellite data, according to the resonance
energies determined in the SR works. This will provide new
energies for the remaining resonances in the satellite spectra,
which may help in their identification. If this indeed were
to be the case, then this would also provide simultaneous
confirmation of the revised resonance energies.

A major strength of the present study is the high spectral
resolution of the spectra, and associated theoretical predic-
tions made using state-of-the-art MCDF and R-matrix with
pseudostates methods. Our theoretical results, obtained for
ions in both the ground and metastable states, have been
compared with high-resolution experimental measurements
and with other theoretical methods. They should be suitable
for incorporation into astrophysical modeling codes such as
CLOUDY [57,58], XSTAR [20], and AtomDB [59] used to
numerically simulate the thermal and ionization structures of
ionized astrophysical nebulae.
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